Hydraulic rotator FHR 16FD1/A8 designed for heavy duty machinery to meet the highest demands for quality and reliability. Ideal for intensive professional use in forestry, agriculture, road and building construction, recycling industry, general cargo and material handling.

Rotator's upper mount is applied in FORK form factor of the knuckle joint. Robust and tough build to withstand even overloads. The fork width (between fork ends) is common standard width 103.2mm and the knuckle pin diameter 50.8mm.

Rotator lower mount is applied in FLANGE form factor to mount directly on grapple / tool surface by fixing with screws.

For additional information relating to price levels and technical data, please contact sales@formiko.lv

On request by special conditions there are metric nipples available for rotator FHR 16FD1/A8.